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Malwarebytes is focused on healthy growth, so we’re
constantly optimizing the user experience, including the
purchase process, from initial acquisition to renewal.
Partnering with 2Checkout to split-test our shopping
carts has increased our conversion rate by up to 39% in
our top markets. These are great results, and are a strong
incentive to continue optimizing.

Target:
B2C, B2B

Benefits & Results:
Split-testing the number of pages in the purchase funnel provided a 12-39%
increase in cart conversion rates in top countries

Avangate Monetization Platform
CRO Services
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Context & Objectives
Shoppers prefer a shorter or longer cart flow based on best practices and
cultural norms in their country. One of the biggest factors in optimizing cart flow
is the total length of the purchase funnel, or the total number of pages that the
user must click through before completing their order.
Malwarebytes uses a different shopping cart template on their website and
inside their free trial application. The number of steps in the purchase funnel
and the behavior of shoppers is different in each use case.
2Checkout platform data showed that shoppers in some countries prefer a
different cart flow than what Malwarebytes was previously using. Malwarebytes
partnered with 2Checkout’s CRO Services to answer the question: which cart
flow will maximize revenue in top countries for Malwarebytes website and
trial software?

Test Strategy
We developed two separate tests in order to optimize the cart conversion rate
of both the website shopping cart and the cart used inside the trial software.
The test ran in Malwarebytes’ top countries, and involved split-testing cart flow
to determine if a shorter cart ﬂow (without review page) or a longer cart ﬂow
(with review page) would maximize the cart conversion rate.
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Project 1

Optimizing the Website Shopping Cart

Malwarebytes was using a shorter purchase funnel, a one-page checkout
without review page, in most of their top countries for their website
shopping cart.
2Checkout platform data indicated that shoppers may prefer a longer purchase
flow, so we decided to a/b test.

BEFORE

Control - Shorter Purchase Funnel
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Test Variation: Longer Purchase Funnel in Web Cart

We tested a longer purchase
funnel on the website, one-page
checkout with review page in each
of Malwarebytes top countries. The
shopper completes their payment
information on the first page, then
has an opportunity to review their
order on the second page.
Example country: Canada.

Test Variation: Checkout Page

AFTER

Test Variation: Review Page
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Results
With Malwarebytes website traffic, all countries tested preferred the longer cart flow with a review page. Here are some examples:

+12%
UK website shoppers preferred a longer cart flow
with review page. The cart conversion rate
increased by 12%

+30%
In Canada, the cart conversion rate for the
website increased by 30% by adding a
review page

+39%
Australian website shoppers preferred the cart
flow with review page. The cart conversion rate
increased by 39%

Split-testing confirmed that shoppers in Germany, France, Brazil, Spain, Italy, Poland and
Netherlands also preferred a review page.
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Project 2

Optimizing the Trial Shopping Cart

Inside their free software app, Malwarebytes was using a different shopping
cart template with a short purchase funnel, a one-page checkout without
review page.
We wanted to compare the behavior of users who had downloaded the
application and were upgrading to a paid license, with shoppers who were
purchasing the software from the website.

BEFORE

Control - Shorter Purchase Funnel
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Test Variation: Longer Purchase Funnel in Trial Shopping Cart

Test Variation: Checkout Page

AFTER

Test Variation: Review Page

We also tested a longer purchase funnel inside the trial software, one-page checkout with review page. The shopper completes their payment information
on the first page, then has an opportunity to review their order on the second page.
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About

Results

+25%

Malwarebytes
In the US, trial users preferred a longer
purchase funnel within the trial application.
The cart conversion rate within the
Malwarebytes software increased by 25%
when adding a review page.

Summary
With these insights from split-testing, Malwarebytes is now geo-segmenting
their traffic to optimize for cart flow and maximize revenue. The double-digit
increase in cart conversion rate in all of their top markets has generated a
substantial return on their investment.

Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against
dangerous threats such as malware, ransomware and exploits that escape
detection by traditional antivirus solutions. Malwarebytes completely
replaces antivirus with artificial intelligence-powered technology that stops
cyberattacks before they can compromise home computers and business
endpoints. More than 60,000 businesses and millions of people worldwide
trust and recommend Malwarebytes solutions. Our team of threat
researchers and security experts process emerging and established
threats every day, from all over the globe. Founded in 2008, the company
is headquartered in California, with offices in Europe and Asia.
For more information, please visit us at www.malwarebytes.com.
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About 2Checkout
2Checkout is the leading all-in-one monetization platform for global businesses. It was built to help clients drive sales growth across channels and increase
market share by simplifying the complexities of modern commerce like global payments, subscription billing, merchandising, taxes, compliance, and risk, so they
stay focused on innovating their products and delivering exceptional customer experiences.
Get more information at www.2checkout.com
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